RESPONDING TO THE LIES OF RICHARD J HANNAH
“TRAGIC FIGURE”

Subject:

Richard Hannah

From:

"Sabine K McNeill" <sabineskm@gmail.com>

Date:

Tue, April 7, 2015 11:56 am

To:

tony@jahtruth.net

Tony
This comment from Richard J Hannah came my way:
Sabine,
You really should do your own research. Tony is a well meaning but
ultimately tragic figure, whose report was discredited years ago. He
was sacked from South Yorkshire Police over 200 miles from London.
He had no access to Security Service records. have u read the
report? It lists a case that was struck out, the wrong defendants,
and marked up so called evidence bundles, British courts do not
allow handwritten scribbles on documents or highlighted passages.
There is no evidence just speculation and judgment.
Two atrocities are linked to Seven-that is an outrageous think to do
over TV rights.

The fact she accuses me I am completely cool with. It's a lie and
she will not want you to discuss it with me. The fact you don't do
simple due diligence is a real surprise. The newspapers would love a
story like this to stick it to tv or the established celebs. It fails
basic logic. When Seven is selling T shirts and events and does not
produce one shred of evidence that she even wrote a tv treatment,
then the fraud here is hers - she is making money as a professional
victim on the backs of real victims.

Get her to put her evidence online so that your users can judge.
Not the commentary the tapes, court papers, witness statements,
emails and brochures, the interacted police reports her court awards
and enforcement proceedings results-that's what we need to see to
judge for ourselves. Seven doesn't have any of this, just a report
with pen written comments-that is so see thru I amazed you give it
any credence.
Richard J Hannah
Do I let it appear???
Do you want to respond???
Love from exile - a weary warrior (Sabine)

